
Zoolz 

  Cloud Backup 

ZOOLZ DATASHEET 
The ultimate cloud solution for any business; with feature ranging 
from Cold Storage technology all the way to the Hybrid+ technology, 
guaranteeing maximum efficiency as well as security.  

Cold Storage 

Instant Storage 

Cold StorageTM is a low cost storage 

that provides an optimal, secure and 

reliable storage solution for data that 

is rarely accessed. 

www.zoolz.com/cloud
3 Shortlands, Hammersmith, W68DA, London, 
United Kingdom



+ 
UK +44 (0) 203 609 8772 
Int. +1 (202) 697 9164

About Zoolz 

Zoolz is the world’s first service to leverage Cold Storage technology 

via Amazon Glacier along with Instant Storage; the combination of 
storage types make is very convenient, reliable and affordable to 
customers to have their backup in the cloud via a secure smart 
software. 



KEY BENEFITS OF ZOOLZ BUSINESS: 
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1. Best Service at the Best Price
•Countless advanced, productivity-boosting features at the highest possible value

•No speed or size limits placed on uploads or downloads

•Easy move to the cloud for businesses of all sizes with a powerful backend based on Amazon Web
Services (AWS)

No Limitation (Number of downloads 
or sharing file size)

Centralized Management with Flexible
policies.
Automatic purging (by days and
versions)

UK +44 (0) 203 609 8772 
Int. +1 (202) 697 9164

2. AWS Advanced Technology Partner
•Reliable data storage that resides on the ultra-secure AWS infrastructure

• Multi-faceted backup, including efficient duplication and redundancy to ensure on-demand data

availability

• Smooth, with minimum performance impact on end user
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3. EASILY MANAGE YOUR FILES
••User-friendly, lightweight file browser that lets you stay in charge of your data

•• Multi-faceted backup, including efficient duplication and redundancy to ensure on-demand dataMulti-faceted backup, including efficient duplication and redundancy to ensure on-demand data

4. RESTORE DATA WITH JUST A CLICK
••Automatically restore files to any computer at anytime with centralized control

5. SAVE TIME AND SPACE
••Faster backups with deduplication, block-level uploads, and specified file retention

•• Limit how much storage space each user can take up
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6. FULL CONTROL OVER DATA & USERS
••Simple user and policy management console that lets you configure backups and write policies for

users

•• Control options include backup selection, storage limit, encryption, privileges, and the ability to
suspend, activate, and delete users

•• All changes are propagated instantly

7. ZOOLZ FOR EVERYTHING
••Back up computers, laptops, servers, and any external or network storage devices

•• Open web account from mobile devices to access and share backed-up files

8. FULL CONTROL OVER DATA & USERS
••Back up an unlimited number of servers

•• Supports all server types

•• Easy deployment

9. KEEP TRACK OF YOUR CLIENTS
••Locate every client and check their specific bandwidth usage
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10. SECURELY WORK TOGETHER
••Encrypt and decrypt files and folders for protected sharing with colleagues

•• Set an expiration date for download, and receive a delivery notification when accessed

STAY CONNECTED ON THE GO
••Use your mobile device to access backed-up files, view photos, watch videos and music, and share

content

•• Save files for editing and offline access

11.
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         How it works 

 Sign up

 Set your entire company’s backup in 5 mins

 Add users and Assign policies

 Back up will start automatically

   Lifetime Storage 

 Zoolz is designed to be the one 

stop cloud backup solution to last 

a lifetime. 

Cold Storage 

Ideal for rarely accessed data with 

a 3-5 hours waiting period for the 

first file restore, it is preferred for 

its extreme affordable price and 

yet highly secure Amazon AWS. 

Hybrid+ 

Backup a copy of all your files to 

a local server, network or 

external drive at any stage of the 

backup process. 

Zero Restore 

Intelligent engineering 

prioritizes restoration from 

your local Hybrid+ instead of 

the online storage. 
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